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ABSTRACT 
In this paper, we describe an approach to combining text and 
visual features from MPEG-7 descriptions of video. A video 
retrieval process is aligned to a text retrieval process based on the 
TF*IDF vector space model via clustering of low-level visual 
features. Our assumption is that shots within the same cluster are 
not only similar visually but also semantically, to certain extent. 
Our TRECVID2002 and TRECVID2003 experiments show that 
adding extra meaning to a shot based on the shots from the same 
cluster is useful when each video in a collection contains a high 
proportion of similar shots, for example in documentaries. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
A popular temporal representation of a video is to decompose the 
video into scenes and shots. Each shot can be annotated by a text 
description and further represented by a key frame, which can be 
described by low-level visual features. MPEG-7 is a generic 
standard used to encode information about multimedia content [1] 
and often, different MPEG-7 Descriptor Schemas are instantiated 
for different representations of a shot such as text annotations and 
visual features. Our work focuses on two main areas, the first is 
devising a method for combining text annotations and visual 
features into one single MPEG-7 description and the second is  
defining how best to carry out text and non-text queries for 
retrieval via a combined description. Our experiments in section 3 
are concerned with the manual search task in TRECVID2002 and 
TRECVID2003. Section 4 summarises our main results.  

2. AGGREGATED FEATURE RETRIEVAL 
One of the challenges with video retrieval stems from the 
difficulty of combining different features that can be 
automatically extracted from video content and their detection 
accuracy. There are three types of features: (1) high-level text 
(e.g. ASR transcripts), (2) low-level audio/visual features (e.g. 
color, texture), (3) mid-level concepts (i.e. indoor, outdoor). Of 
the three types of features, text is the most precise representation 
of shot content and low-level features offer limited semantic 

information. Conceptual features were introduced to try bridging 
this semantic gap [2]. These are predefined concept labels, useful 
in limited domains such as a TV News anchorperson detector 
used to exclude shots containing anchorpersons before retrieval 
for shots takes place [3]. The number of such possible concepts 
however is so huge that to classify shots based on all concepts is 
impossible. 

Our solution is to align a video retrieval process to a text retrieval 
process based on the TF*IDF vector space model via clustering of 
low-level visual features. Our assumption is that shots within the 
same cluster are not only similar visually but also semantically to 
a certain extent [5]. Our method maps the visual features of each 
shot onto a term weight vector via clustering. This vector is then 
combined with the original text features of the shot (i.e. ASR 
transcripts) to produce the final searchable index.  

2.1 Index Preparation  
An index for visual features is prepared by following three steps: 

− Apply k-means shot-clustering to obtain clusters for each 
video. Features considered here include color histogram, 
dominant color and edge histogram as described in MPEG-7. 

− Assign meanings to each cluster using a modified TF*IDF 
algorithm in which the indexed unit is replaced by a cluster. 

− Use a simplified Bayesian approach to derive the text 
description of each shot based on its cluster meanings.  

Having obtained a text description for shots via clustering, we 
aggregate this with the original term weight vector for each shot 
to create its final term weight vector using the Ordered Weighted 
Averaging operators and linguistic quantifiers [4]. 

2.2 Query Preparation  
Two types of video query are under consideration in our work: (1) 
text-only, (2) non-text (i.e. consisting of an image/ video clip 
represented by a key frame). Low-level features are calculated for 
a non-text query and the final query is prepared as follows: 

− Find the N most similar clusters to a given image example 
based on the low-level features. 

− Take the term vectors of the N chosen clusters and aggregate 
them together to form a single query term vector.  
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− Aggregate the original text query and the derived text query 
(from the non-text query) to create the final query term 
vector. 



2.3 Retrieval 
Retrieval can be done in a straightforward way by calculating the 
dot products between the aggregated query term vector and the 
aggregated index vector for each shot and sorting the dot products 
in descending order. 

3. EXPERIMENTS 
Experiments were performed as the manual search task on both 
the TRECVID2002 and TRECVID2003 collections. A baseline 
system using ASR transcripts alone was built for each collection 
based on the TF*IDF model. The retrieval unit was defined as a 
shot and the ASR transcript that belongs to the shot was used 
solely in contributing to forming a term weight vector. Our 
evaluation objectives are to examine whether: 

− an aggregated index built from visual features along with 
text features is useful in helping traditional text-only 
queries? 

− an aggregated query derived from a non-text query along 
with the original text query useful in retrieval? 

Retrieval results in Fig. 1 shows that an aggregated index yields 
marginally improved results over the baseline using the 
TRECVID2002 collection. The aggregated index does retrieve 
more relevant shots overall but could not improve their rankings. 
The introduction of cluster meanings to its member shots not only 
enhances the shot meanings but also weakens them to some 
extent. It is also shown that an aggregated query gave slight better 
performance over the baseline and it is topic-specific. If no 
correct clusters can be found, the derived query term vector will 
be poorly formed. 

Fig. 2 shows that there is no significant improvement in using an 
aggregated index for the TRECVID2003 collection. The 
TRECVID2003 collection mostly contains videos of CNN and 
ABC broadcast TV news. Except for anchorperson, commercial 
and sports shots, there are few shots remaining that are similar 
visually and semantically within each news programme. 
Clustering shots within a single news programme is thus 
ineffective compared to clustering within a programme in the 
TRECVID2002 collection. The TRECVID2002 collection has 
videos of documentaries from the 1940s to 1960s and there is a 
good amount of shots within a video which are not necessarily the 
same but are similar both visually and semantically.  

4. CONCLUSIONS 
A typical video retrieval approach is to search different MPEG-7 
descriptions separately and to combine ranked results from the 
different searches using a sum weighted method. Our approach 
attempts to integrate the different descriptions into the index and 
query preparation stages and no combination of ranked results is 
required. This is useful when each video in a collection contains a 
high proportion of shots that are similar visually and semantically 
to some extent. Adding meaning to a shot based on the shots that 
are around it is an effective method for video retrieval when each 
video in the collection has low proportion of similar shots (i.e. TV 
news programmes). 
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Figure 1. Precision at recalls for TRECVID2002 
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Figure 2. Precision at recalls for TRECVID2003 
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